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The future
of logistics
is here
Welcome to our community

#rockOS

Don‘t just watch.
No one succeeds alone in digitising logistics. Participation is the order of

Let’s find better
solutions together.

the day. Developing solutions together and sharing the results – this is
how everyone progresses. The Open Logistics Foundation and its support
association Open Logistics e. V. are lighting the way.

Benefit for each company
The more companies contribute ideas for open source developments to
the community, the greater the gain for each individual company.

It requires a joint effort to push forward digitalization in logistics. Open source
is an important success factor for the entire logistics industry and, at the
same time, a booster for uniform processes in digital value chains. The Open

Better scaling
The more developer-capacity companies bring to the projects, the better
the solutions will scale.

Logistics Foundation aims at establishing open source in logistics and crea-

Rapid spread of standards

ting internal structures for working with appropriate hardware and software.

The more companies develop and use the solutions, the faster standards

This is our story: Common development
in open source projects

spread.

+ Developing better solutions for the digitalization of logistics and supply
chain management together
+ Pushing ahead digitalization in logistics based on open source
+ Standardizing logistics processes through de facto standards
+ Building an european Open Source-Community

“Today, logistics and supply chain management still operate in a world of silos and media
discontinuities. There just isn’t enough digital,
cross-company data exchange. More than
ever, it is collaboration that counts.”
Ralf Düster, Co-Founder und Board Member Setlog,
founding member Open Logistics e. V.

“If we want to successfully digitize logistics, we
have to overcome silo structures. Open source
hardware and software can and will make an
essential contribution to this.”
Jochen Thewes, CEO, DB Schenker, Chairman, Board of
Directors Open Logistics Foundation

#joinOS

“We are participating because we
are convinced that logistical standard solutions are only digitally
scalable when they are developed
through collaboration.”
Niko Hossain, Managing Director
Lobster Logistics Cloud, founding member
Open Logistics e. V.
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